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An Important Notice:
The PVMIRROR wants your views and
comments. Please send them by e-mail to:

avineberg@yahoo.com

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados
de licitud de título y contenido en tramite. Prohibida
la reproducción total o parcial de su contenido,
imágenes y/o fotografías sin previa autorización por
escrito del editor.

NOTE:

To Advertisers & Contributors and those with public
interest announcements, the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.

250 words max, full name,
street or e-mail address and/
or tel. number for verification
purposes only. If you do not
want your name published, we
will respect your wishes. Letters
& articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be
edited and/or condensed for
publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the
purpose of entertainment and
information only. The PV Mirror
City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability
for the content of the articles
on this site or reliance by any
person on the site’s contents.
Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly
at such person’s own risk.

You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm
Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port
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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better

yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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7th Annual Charity Bingos
Wednesday, November 13, 2019
Every Second Wednesday thru to April 2019
Cards go on Sale 3 p.m., Games start at 4 p.m. / Nacho Daddy Restaurant

(See location number on Central Map)

WE ARE BACK AGAIN! Come to Nacho Daddy’s on
Wednesday, November 13, 2019, to support 2 amazing charities!
Colina Spay & Neuter (free spay and neuter services for cats and
dogs to those who are unable to pay) and the children of Pasitos de
Luz (non-profit organization that provides care and rehabilitation
for disabled children from low-income families in Puerto Vallarta).
Our fun old-fashioned bingo games are played on paper cards and
we supply ink daubers! There are 7 games not including the final
blackout and all games are different to make it interesting and fun!
Increase your chances of winning by bringing clothing to donate to
Pasitos de Luz OR Colina Spay Neuter accounts at Deja New – for
every reasonable donation of four items or more you will receive
one free bingo card for each of the 7 regular games.
Buy a package of seven games for $100 pesos or VIP bingo
package for $300 which includes not only the games, but 5 tickets
for our amazing RAFFLE and 50/50 BLACKOUT GAME!
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Each game allows you three chances to win! The winner of each
game receives a bingo bag full of great certificates generously donated
by local restaurants and businesses! The final black-out game pays
the winner cash with the winner taking home half the pot in pesos!
“Pick your own” Raffle prizes may include items like ACT II
theatre tickets, jewelry, a bottle of wine, free haircuts, free drinks,
or more very generous gift cards or items from our sponsors! The
more raffle tickets you buy the more chances to win!
Please give a shout out to and support our amazing sponsors
of our raffle and bingo bags: ACT II, Diamonds International,
Boutique Theater, Manny’s Bar and Grill, Marcia Blondin,
Alexander A Salon, Artepil Spa, Lucy’s Cuca Cabana, Langostinos,
Bagel World, Deja New Consignment, Barcelona Tapas, Nacho
Daddy, Cassandra Shaw Jewelry, Salon Malecon, and more! New
to this season, we welcome, Michelle Williamson’s Old School yoga
for Every Body, El Rio BBQ, Witchery Salon, Botanical Gardens,
Blondies, Puerto Vallarta Tours, David Pullen Properties and more!
Bingo is played upstairs at Nacho Daddy (287 Basilio Badillo).
The room is large, air-conditioned and smoke free. Children are
welcome! Come play bingo, have fun, support these amazing
charities and enjoy the great atmosphere, food and beverage
specials!
Are you interested in joining us? If you would like to volunteer
or donate a product/service/certificate, we would love to help
promote your local business! Please contact Verity Leslie at
verbull@hotmail.com with inquiries.

(See location number on Central Map)

Pasitos de Luz and Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic
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(See location number on Central Map)
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(See location number on Central Map)
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We invite you to join us for our annual “Evening Under
the Stars” Gala on Saturday, November 30, 2019. This
year’s venue is the romantic Oscar’s Restaurant, set
amidst the natural beauty at the tip of Rio Cuale Island,
where the river meets the Bay of Banderas.
Our guests will be treated to cocktails and passed
appetizers, beginning at 6 p.m., followed by a threecourse dinner at 7 p.m. The Open Bar will feature a
number of tasty well drinks, and there will also be a
cash bar for those who would like to try the restaurant’s
extensive Tequila selections or other specialty drinks.
Entertainment will be provided by a traditional
Jalisco Mariachi band. Our Silent Auction will provide
guests the opportunity to bid on many beautiful items.
The special Live Auction, hosted by world-famous
charity auctioneer, John Curley, will feature a few very
unique items for those of you looking for something
especially memorable.
Please consider donating items for either our Silent
or Live Auctions. We would truly appreciate your
support! All of our rescue work is funded 100%
through private donations and the hard work of many
volunteers. If you would like to help by donating an
item, please contact us at spcapv@gmail.com
Our mission to rescue abandoned and abused animals
in Puerto Vallarta has led to the rehabilitation and
adoption of approximately 200 animals a year! Your
generosity helps us continue to provide these beautiful
babies with a sanctuary until a permanent home can be
found for each of them!
At only $2,000 Pesos or $120 USD per person,
tickets to this event sell out very quickly!
We have limited seating available, so get your tickets
now. For tickets or more information, please contact
us at spcapv@gmail.com Oscar’s tel.: 223-0789
*****
We need your help
When our visionary founder and President, Janice
Chatterton, passed away unexpectedly last March, there
were no plans in place for continuation of operations
of our shelter in her absence. We were thrust into a
crisis. Since that day in March, we have been working
hard to respond, stabilize, and take steps to rebuild the
organization, and we need your continued support.
Small donations help us
Small donations are fantastic. We’ve been surviving
on them. One way you can help is to set up a monthly
small donation.

What happened - and what have we done?
Because of the confusion and resulting uncertainties
about the future of the SPCA and our shelter, major donors
discontinued funding, some volunteers resigned and some
employees departed. Given Janice’s personal engagement
in virtually all aspects of the SPCA’s operations and
funding, it was necessary to constitute a new board to take
steps to address this organizational crisis.
We have taken important steps to address these
challenges to ensure the interim continuation of
operations while we plan for longer-term solutions.
We have made very painful, but absolutely necessary,
reductions in operational expenses and service in order
to keep the shelter open and stem the financial crisis.
Although running at a dramatically reduced scale, the
SPCA is stable and the shelter is open and serving our
community. Now we must look forward, and with
your help, rebuild!
Our goal to be
To rescue abused, abandoned, and homeless animals
from the streets of Puerto Vallarta and surrounding
areas in need. To be able to place them in loving foster
and adoptive homes in both the U.S. and Canada.
To provide knowledge and advice to the foster and
adopting families. To accomplish this, we need your
help to rebuild the SPCA of Puerto Vallarta and restore
the organization to the highest level of operational
service, financial stability, and viability.
We have valuable assets supporting renewal!
- A highly respected name and a state-of-the-art
shelter.
- A physical facility capable, with proper funding and
other support, of accommodating about 130 dogs (We
have dropped to about 50).
- A mailing list of about 2,300 supporters and
interested parties who can help us recover.
- A core group of volunteers and employees
who, despite the adversity, stand ready to oversee a
turnaround.
- Enough funds, in hand or expected, to continue
operating, on a reduced scale, for a few more months.
What we need from you
- your increased donations
- a return of former major donors
- support from new contributors
- volunteers with various skill sets to help us out
- ideas to help with the strategic rebuilding and renewal

(See location number on Central Map)
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Upcoming TESOL Courses

(See location number on Central Map)

English 1 International Educational
Services is a small Canadian company
that tries to make a difference in
Puerto Vallarta. A couple of times a
year for the last five years we have
offered a 2-week, 120-hour Intensive
TESOL Certificate Course (Teacher
of English to Speakers of Other
Languages). We also teach a 9-week
TESOL Course online four times a
year, accredited internationally by
ICOES.
English 1 International currently
gives back to the community by
offering a scholarship to a Mexican
national in each TESOL Course.
We also support scholarship (Beca)
students in Community Education
Programs. Our future goal is to
eventually support a teacher in one
of the programs.
Cynthia Leigh, a TESOL grad, is
the Director of the Boca de Tomatlan
Community Education Project. She
will be teaching the next TESOL
Course in Boca in May, a perfect for
university students.
Victor Aguirre, the Director of
the Volcanes Community Education
Project, is also a TESOL grad.
Volcanes is the TESOL Course
location in Puerto Vallarta. Both
Community Education Projects
require ongoing funding for their
scholarship programs to support
local marginalized children learning
English.
Two of our Mexican scholarship
grads are now coordinating a book
project, Ingles Facil.

9

The book will eventually be sold
to businesses to help their staff learn
English, but they currently need
funding for editing and printing
costs.
The TESOL Certificate Course
prepares people with the skills to
teach English locally, internationally,
or online and a degree is not required.
We also educate students about
cultural awareness, something that is
often overlooked.
Many of our grads, including our
scholarship recipients, are working
as English teachers in local public or
private schools, online, or as English
tutors.
Our next 2-week TESOL
Certificate Course runs from
November 25th to December 6th in
Puerto Vallarta and the maximum
class size is 10. We are still looking
for a Mexican national as our
scholarship student so if you know
someone suitable, please contact us.
The next 9-week online course starts
January 13, 2020.
For more information on our
courses or to help with funding for
one of the projects, please contact us
at www.english1international.com
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(See location number on Central Map)
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“Nayarit is in mourning,” said
Nayarit Senator Cora Cecilia
Pinedo. “Roberto López Flores,
creator of Salsa Huichol, which
has given us [Nayarit natives] . .
. recognition in all of Mexico and
abroad is no longer with us.”
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com,
El Universal, Uno TV)

(See location number on Central Map)

Don Roberto, a Nayarit native
who started a now-famous salsa
business 70 years ago with just
40 pesos in his pocket, died last
weekend at the age of 86.
The history of Salsa Huichol
can be traced back to 1949 when a
16-year-old Roberto López Flores
was laid off from his bricklaying job
and received 40 pesos in severance
pay. The teenager decided to take
a gamble on a family recipe, using
the money to buy five kilos of
chilies and a manual grinder that he
would use to make a salsa that he
originally called Salsa Cora.
From an inauspicious beginning,
López gradually grew the business,
incorporated the use of machinery
and changed the name of his brand
to Salsa Huichol.
In recent years, production
increased to 4,000 boxes per day
of hot sauces that are shipped
across Mexico and to the United
States, Canada and Europe. The
company uses about 800 tonnes of
chilies a year. Despite the growth,
Don Roberto told the newspaper El
Universal a few years ago that he
still liked to do things in the oldfashioned way that he learned from
his father and grandfather.
For many years, López would
personally deliver Salsa Huichol
to retailers in Nayarit and nearby
states. Initially small stores were the
only retailers that would stock the
salsa but major supermarket chains
such as Walmart and Comercial

Mexicana later recognized the
demand for the product and placed
it on their shelves.
López’s death marks the end of an
era but his legacy will live on, Salsa
Huichol said in a Facebook post on
Sunday that announced the passing
of its founder.
“Seventy years ago, Don Roberto
López began writing a story that
redefined the flavors of his native
Nayarit and all of Mexico. Today
we honor his memory, we bid him
farewell as the great man he was
and celebrate the immense legacy
that he leaves us with Salsa Huichol.
Rest in peace, Don Roberto,”
the post said. News of his death
triggered an outpouring of emotion
on social media.
“The residents of Nayarit lament
the death of Don Roberto López,
a businessman of this land that
created my favorite salsa: the Salsa
Huichol,” state lawmaker Geraldine
Ponce wrote on Twitter.

(See location number on Central Map)

With 40 pesos, Don Roberto launched
his now-famous Salsa Huichol
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Award-winning musical group comes to the stage: Los Bambinos!
Voted Best Local Band in the Vallarta Tribune Readers’ Choice Awards,
Los Bambinos are recognized across the Banderas Bay and Riviera Nayarit
for their outstanding music. For 14 consecutive years, Los Bambinos
performances take center stage in the Romantic Zone entertainment
landscape. As four brothers, trained in classical guitar since childhood,
the group brings “next-level” vocal harmonies and musicianship, along
with a pleasant dose of brotherly banter.
Join the group for one of their weekly Dinner & Show events, or plan
your birthday celebration at the Bambinos Trattoria, their showhouse in
Vallarta. On your birthday, bring three friends for Los Bambinos Dinner
& Show and your 3-course meal and the show are FREE! Contact Los
Bambinos to book Bambinos’ Trattoria venue to host your special event
with superb food and spectacular music.

Bambinos
Trattoria now
serves Breakfast!
Monday through Saturday
8 a.m. to 1 p.m., come
enjoy the culinary delights
of inspired Chef Chimi,
who translates decades of
experience into pleasant
morning meals.
Great
service, excellent flavors
and wonderful ambience
make Bambinos Trattoria
a great “Old Town” spot to
start your day.

Weekly Theme shows
On Mondays, Los Bambinos perform Hotel California
featuring a special evening with songs by The Eagles. The Eagles’
repertoire offers smooth harmonies and songs that capture an era
bringing back great memories.
Tuesday, November 19th, Los Bambinos present Bohemian
Rhapsody, a QUEEN revival show. The QUEEN revival show is
a great musical challenge for the group with complex harmonies and
sophisticated instrumentation. Full of energy and rhythm, this show
will make you vibrate as you experience a night full of harmonies.
Wednesdays’ theme show brings the Beatles to life in a
complete show offering songs such as Hard Day’s Night, Here,
There and Everywhere and Ticket to Ride. Growing up listening
to the Beatles, Los Bambinos bring their own four-part harmonies
to the stage, accentuating the great tunes of these music idols.
Thursday nights join the Brothers Morales for the Music
Legends theme show as they take you on a music tour of a great
compilation of the world’s most emblematic tunes from the
50’s, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s …and more! Revive those memories and
experience a fun and touching evening of a spectacular selection
of artists.
Friday evening, come on down for a full evening of Latin
music in their famous Fiesta Latina Show! This concert brings
you the heart of Latin American music that is an intimate part
of Los Bambinos’ own musical history. In this performance, the
group showcases their musical upbringing performing traditional
Mexican music, contemporary favorites like Carlos Santana,
and Gypsy Kings flamenco alongside rhythmic selections by
artists such as Celia Cruz. Mark your calendar and get ready to
experience a unique Dinner & Show in Vallarta’s Romantic Zone.
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(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Los Bambinos are pleased to offer their concerts at their restaurant venue: Bambinos Trattoria (www.bambinostrattoria.com)
located at 314 Aguacate, just before Mundo de Azulejos. Ticket reservations available now online at www.losbambinosmusic.com
or by calling 222-4357. English spoken. Seating is limited.
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One night only:

Kassiano live at Teatro Vallarta!

Kass Smith is a bilingual, award winning
Jamaican-born singer, songwriter, fine artist,
entrepreneur, holistic teacher and motivational life
coach who has lived in Mexico for most of his life.
Born Roger Kassiano Smith in Hanover,
Jamaica, in a family of five, Kass began singing
and performing at the age of six. His father, an
architect, and mother, a school principal and
Justice of the peace, instilled focused work and
determination as key to achieve preset goals.
At the age of nine, he won his first gold medal
in the national performing arts festival. This was
the genesis of a prolific career as a recording artist,
writer, musician and actor. In the years to follow,
Kass performed at various theatres across the
island and received several gold, silver and bronze
medals in the national festival awards. He also
acted alongside Christopher Walken in “Going
to Extremes” and Maxi Priest in “SCAM.”
Kass studied painting, Jazz piano and vocals
while at Cornwall College and then went on to
study Management at the University of the West
Indies where he graduated with an honors degree.
While at the University he continued to make
waves on the entertainment scene and opened
for artists like Grammy winning reggae artists
Shabba Ranks and Gregory Isaacs.
His performances, punctuated with spontaneity
and a stage presence that commanded the full
attention of his audiences, won him the “JFM Best
New Artist Award” in 1990.

In 1992 Kass moved to Mexico, learned
Spanish, and landed a successful 4-year, 3-album
deal with Emi – Music Records. His 1996 album
KuKaramakara which included 10 original songs
and 4 covers, was produced by Midi Ortega
(Grupo Moeña).
He then became a household name in Latin
America after releasing “Ay Cosita Linda”, the
hit single from his debut album that featured
what would become his signature sound: a unique
blend of Mexican music with original Jamaican /
Caribbean flavors
That mega hit gave way to performances at
international events such as the Miss Mexico
World Beauty Pageant, Siempre en Domingo,
Oktoberfest, The Acapulco 96 and 97 Festivals,
Merida Carnival, Coca Cola Tour, Veracruz
Carnival, Hard Rock Live, and the annual Teleton,
a benefit concert for disabled children.
He has shared the stage with Paul Anka,
Julio Iglesias, Juan Gabriel, Los Pericos from
Argentina and recently, Rick Ross, Beenie man,
Lee “Scratch” Perry and Kymani Marley
at the High Vibes Reggae Festival in Jamaica.
His notoriety has exposed him to over 150
countries worldwide via Televisa’s International
Broadcasting Network.
In 2013 Kass recorded his hit single “Bote de
bananas” under the watchful eye of Charlie Santana
(Banda Recodo) and returned to Jamaica to produce
his English album “Journeys”, with Dean Frazer.
This album features the original song written by
Kass that speaks about his “Journey” in Mexico.
Two years later, he did a remake of the classic
“Besame Mucho” in reggae and “Room in My
Father’s House”, an original by renowned writer
and producer Mikie Bennett, that speaks of religious
and spiritual inclusion, independent of class, color
or race. He later co-wrote and recorded “Pushing
You”, with Teacha Dee in English and Spanish, a
solid social commentary about how to overcome
the nuances of the system; and “Cuando Cuando”
with Nateesha Stream. He is the owner of the
International Reggaefest in Nayarit, Mexico, and
recently featured an explosive performance with
Teacha Dee and Nateesha Stream on that show.
He recently did an outstanding performance on
the Aarhus Reggae Festival in Denmark.
With an ever-growing concern for the energy
imbalance on the planet, and particularly in
Jamaica, Kass transmits a message of peace and

well being through his music and the creation of
abundance on all levels of consciousness.
He is the owner and creator of Real de Talpa,
a 180-acre holistic reserve being built, close to
Puerto Vallarta, and has been featured on programs
such as Telemundo’s “Sabado Gigante” with Don
Francisco, “Un Nuevo Dia”, “Desayuno Alegre”
and CNN Latino. He is considered to be one of
the most radical holistic teachers who help people
remove negative programming and make profound
changes by showing them how to unlock the code
within the code and create abundance at all levels.
He has shared with people like Jerry Bedlington,
Michael Beckwith’s former assistant and founder
of Inner Wizdom, Susan Lowe, and thousands of
others who have been to his courses or have had
private sessions through his “Light by Kassiano”
abundance teachings. He is also a pilot and travels
constantly worldwide in his own plane, teaching
these courses on the art of manifesting by creating
financial, emotional, spiritual and physical
abundance and harmony.
Kass has just returned from a tour in Germany
and Denmark and his 2020 Big Band tour will
cover most major cities in Mexico. This gifted
artist rarely plays in Vallarta. This is a show that
you cannot afford to miss! Discounted presale
tickets on sale at Soho’s clothing store in Plaza
Caracol and www.teatrovallarta.com
Finding us again
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gU7q0pAPO8&t=7s
Room in My Father’s House
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-_v8LR_ttk
Besame Mucho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZV0rHz7lfXY
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Opening This Week at ACT2PV!

WOW!! Sold-out shows start
the 2019/20 season!
Act2PV has begun its 7th exciting year with excitement,
anticipation, new friends (and old), and SOLD-OUT shows!
Act2PV, “THE BEST PERFORMING ARTS VENUE IN
BANDERAS BAY” (poll conducted by Vallarta Tribune),
is breaking records for the number of tickets sold to shows
in November! Trip Advisor rates Act2PV as #2 of the
“BEST PLACES IN PUERTO VALLARTA” and this
5-star venue truly brings you THE BEST OF THE BEST in
its 2019/2020 season, presenting something for everyone!
MAMMA MIA!, the biggest, most exciting musical ever
produced in Puerto Vallarta history, is a huge hit! Built around
a whole lot of hit ABBA songs, it is the story of a young girl’s
quest to find out who her father is. The opening night audience,
dressed in white, was over the moon about this flashy, wellcast production of the beloved 1980’s MAMMA MIA! The
show continues every Monday, Thursday, and Saturday.
There are three shows opening at Act2PV this week! On Friday,
November 8, “Retchless” opens, starring Singer/Dancer/
International Pole Dance Champion and America’s Got Talent
Semifinalist Steven Retchless! On Monday, November 11,
Diana Villamonte, Voice of Mexico runner-up and #1 songstress
in Vallarta, returns to the Red Room with her highly-anticipated
new show, “Beyond Motown.” And on Wednesday, November
13, the hilarious, slightly irreverent, and heart-warming Broadway
musical, Avenue Q, opens on the Main Stage!
Whether it’s the high-quality theater productions, or
internationally-renowned cabaret acts and drag shows, Act2PV’s
incredible entertainment with its incredible sound and lighting
systems, is on par with any theater in North America! Excellent
live musical entertainment (with no cover) is also offered in the
beautiful, fully-equipped Encore bar! Come early and enjoy a
drink! For more show information or to buy tickets, go to Act II’s
website at www.act2pv.com

“RETCHLESS”
Tales of an androgynous singer,
dancer and International
champion pole dancer, featuring
Steven Retchless
Opening Night – Friday,
November 8 - Party 6:30 /
Show 7:30 p.m.
Continuing Shows:
November 10, 13, 17, 20,
24, 27 - 9:30 p.m.
November 8, 15 - 7:30 p.m.
Steven Retchless, International
Pole Dance Champion, and
semifinalist on America’s Got Talent,
brings his one-man cabaret show to the
Red Room! This stunningly beautiful
androgynous singer/dancer/actor/pole
dancer plays by his own rules and
electrifies his audiences through his
live singing, self-revealing stories,
exotic dance moves, and breathtaking
aerial numbers that demonstrate his
mastery of the art of pole dancing.
“Retchless oozed confidence at
“AGT!” -New York Post
“His pole dancing is so controlled
and beautiful to watch. And he bled
for us!” - Los Angeles Times

“Beyond Motown”
Diana Villamonte’s
Opening Night - Friday,
November 11 - 7:30 p.m.
(Party 6:30 - Show 7:30)
Mondays - 7:30 p.m.
Fridays - 5:00 p.m.

Diana Villamonte, TV Star, “The
Voice of Mexico” Runner-Up,
and the #1 Performer in Puerto
Vallarta,, returns for her THIRD
amazing season with a brand
new show, “Beyond Motown!”
Diana has proven that she can do
it all…. Motown, Tina Turner,
Whitney
Houston,
Motown
and Beyond. Now, she and her
producer, Alfonso Lopez, have
created an all-new show, called
“Beyond Motown!”
This new
show goes WAY beyond Motown,
featuring songs by The Supremes,
Michael Jackson, Queen, The
Temptations,
Frank
Sinatra,
Mariah Carey, The Jackson 5,
Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye,
Alicia Keys, and MANY more…
This tiny little gal with the
powerhouse voice and infectious
personality sings with such vocal
power, precision and exceptional
range that she has become the
“queen” of the power ballad. Her
passion and commitment to her
music, as well as her rich, belting
notes and electrifying top register
bring tears to your eyes.
It is rare to find talent such as hers!
Act2PV’s managing partner, Danny
Mininni, says, “Diana is truly one
of the most talented performers that
has ever crossed our stage! She is
destined to be a huge star! We are
so proud of her and urge you to
join the thousands of people who
have seen her show. You will never
forget her.”
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All Shows This Week at ACT2PV:

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Diana Villamonte is a young singer
with a dynamic voice and stage presence.
A great voice- comfortable singing
both Whitney Houston and Motown.”
“Just when we thought what dazzled us
most about Puerto Vallarta was its lush
mountains and landscapes, we discovered
another jewel just as brilliant! Remember
the name Diana Villamonte, because she’s
one of the most talented and electrifying
new singing sensations to come along in
a while! … Not only is she a powerfully
gifted singer, Ms. Villamonte is a natural
and captivating stage performer. How
best to describe her talent? Let’s just
say that when she pays tribute to such
iconic powerhouses as Whitney Houston,
Aretha Franklin, Diana Ross, Etta James,
Donna Summer and Shirley Bassey,
you’re virtually just as enamored by her
performance of the songs as you are by
the originators!”

“AVENUE Q”
A musical comedy featuring puppets
and human actors
Opening Night - Wednesday November 13 Party 6:00 p.m. / Show - 7:00 p.m.
Wednesdays - 7:00 p.m.
AVENUE Q is a delightful, laugh-out-loud
American musical that was performed on Broadway
from 2003 to 2019. Filled with gut-busting humor
and a delightfully catchy score (not to mention
the use of full-size puppets that are animated by
unconcealed human puppeteers), Avenue Q is a truly
unique show that has quickly become a favorite for
audiences everywhere! Although the show addresses
humorous adult issues… (puppet sex!)… and is not
recommended for children, it is actually very similar
to a “well-known children’s television show” where
puppets are friends. Audiences everywhere have
been captivated by this fresh and funny story, and it
won the prestigious 2004 “Triple Crown” for Tony
Awards… BEST MUSIC, BEST SCORE and BEST
BOOK! During its 6-month run at Act2PV three
years ago, almost every show was sold out!
The story of AVENUE Q takes place in New York
City and the street is Avenue Q, the only address a
person can afford when they’re fresh out of college,
out of a job, or just trying to find their purpose in
life. It is a coming-of-age parable that satirizes
the issues and anxieties of entering adulthood.

Friday, November 8 - Friday, November 8
7:30 p.m. - (OPENING NIGHT) “Retchless,” starring
Singer/Dancer/International Pole Dance Champion &
America’s Got Talent semifinalist, Steven Retchless
(Party 6:30 p.m. / Show 7:30 p.m.)
9:30 p.m. - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag queen, Hedda Lettuce
Saturday, November 9
7:00 p.m. - MAMMA MIA!
7:30 p.m. - “Showgirl,” a throwback to the glitz and
glam of Las Vegas, featuring Daniela Treviño
9:30 p.m. - Mama Tits, starring in “The B*ch is Back!”
AVENUE Q has not been authorized or
approved by the Jim Henson Company or
Sesame Workshop, which have no responsibility
for its content. Music & Lyrics by Robert Lopez
and Jeff Marx, Book by Jeff Whitty, based on an
original concept by Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx.
Avenue Q is presented through special
arrangement with Music Theater International
(MTI). All authorized materials are also
presented by MTI, 423 W 55th St, NYC, NY
10019 - (212) 541-4684 / (212) 397-4684 FAX
www.MTIShows.com
Reviews:
“I saw this show many times during its run two
years ago, and loved it! But the NEW Avenue Q has
been taken to a whole new level with this cast! It
was masterfully done! The actors actually make you
lose track of whether you were looking at puppets
or actors! There is something for everyone in this
show! It’s funny, it’s sad, it’s poignant, and we can
all relate to each of the actors and their stories. I
haven’t laughed so hard in a long time! It was a fun,
fun evening!” - Howard Ross
“Yes, I thoroughly enjoyed, laughed until I cried,
and I’m a sucker for happy endings - I’ve seen this
show countless times before, in Ogunquit, Maine;
New York City (it just finally closed in NYC on
Sunday, I think). This performance rivaled the
Best of them. I will definitely see it again and bring
friends next season when it goes “full-time.” Dennis Crow
Opening Night for Avenue Q was right on
Target. Each puppet (character) showed total
Professionalism. This is a Very Happy Uplifting
show that the Audience showed such Amazing Love
for. Great Direction by the Awesome Alfonso López.
The Singing was Amazing with Strong Voices and
performances by each cast member. A Huge Round
of Applause for a Fantastic Show so very Well
Performed. - David Wilhoit

Sunday, November 10
7:00 p.m. -” MJ Live,” a musical tribute to Michael Jackson
7:30 p.m. - “Elton / Earth, Wind & Fire,” starring Us Two
9:30 p.m. -“Retchless,” starring Singer/Dancer
International Pole Dance Champion, Steven Retchless
Monday, November 11
7:00 p.m. - MAMMA MIA!
7:30 - (OPENING NIGHT) “Beyond Motown,” starring
Voice of Mexico Runner-Up and #1 Songstress in
Puerto Vallarta, Diana Villamonte (Party 6:30 p.m. /
Show 7:30 p.m.)
9:30 p.m. - “The B*ch is Back,” featuring drag diva,
Mama Tits (Party 8:30 p.m. / Show 9:30 p.m.)
Tuesday, November 12
5:00 p.m. - “Country Nights,” starring UsTwo
7:00 - PAST-Modern Jukebox, starring Lollipop
Wednesday, November 13
7:00 p.m. - (OPENING NIGHT) AVENUE Q, a quirky,
very funny Broadway musical! (Party - 6:00 p.m. /
Show 7:00 p.m.)
7:30 p.m. - “Fleetwood Mac & The Eagles, featuring UsTwo
9:30 p.m. -”Retchless,” starring Singer/Dancer &
International Pole Dance Champion, Steven Retchless
Thursday, November 14
7:00 p.m. - MAMMA MIA!
9:30 p.m. - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag queen,
Hedda Lettuce (Party 8:30 p.m. / Show 9:30 p.m.)
Friday, November 15
5:00 - Beyond Motown, starring Voice of Mexico RunnerUp and #1 Songstress in Puerto Vallarta, Diana Villamonte
7:30 p.m. -“Retchless,” starring Singer/Dancer &
International Pole Dance Champion, Steven Retchless
9:30 p.m. - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag queen,
Hedda Lettuce
For more information about these shows,
or to buy tickets, go to:

www.act2pv.com
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Continuing Shows at Act2PV:

MAMMA MIA!
A Broadway Musical
Mondays, Thursdays & Saturdays - 7:00 p.m.

Act II and its managing partners, along with
Music Theater International (MTI), are excited
to announce the opening night of the Broadway
Musical, MAMMA MIA! on Tuesday, October
29! MAMMA MIA!, the most exciting production
in PV History, is inspired and enhanced by a passel
of well-known ABBA tunes! It is a “feel-good” kind
of show that will make you want to sing along to the
familiar songs, and get up and dance in the aisles!
Sophie, the 20-year old bride, is planning to get
married in a little hotel on a Greek island where she has
worked with her single mother, Donna, her whole life.
Unbeknownst to Donna, Sophie has longed to find the
father she has never known. After accidentally finding
and reading her mother’s diary, she finds clues that point
to three lovers from her mom’s “free-spirited” past
that “might” be her father. Sophie secretly invites all
three of these men to her wedding, and hilarity ensues!
This delightful story features lots of nostalgic singing
and dancing, as well as a HUGE cast, with a creative
and colorful set design, beautiful, custom-created
costumes, and brilliant choreography created by one
of Mexico’s finest choreographers, Federico Nuñez
Murias. From November 4th on.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“The audience appreciation was transmitted via
earthquake foot-stomping vibrations and thunderous
applause. Feels like an evening to an NYC broadway
theatre for acting casting choreography and
costumes.” - William Larkin

“Mama Mia was the best ever. The cast was amazing,
so talented and entertaining. The entire show was a
delight to see. The performances, costumes, set and
range of talent is the best I have seen.” - Christine C

“MJ Live”

“Ovation after ovation!! What a night!! ♥️ We have
seen West End, Broadway and Toronto. Your production
surpasses! Kudos, Bouquets and Congratulations!” Donna Larkin

A tribute to the music and dance
of Michael Jackson
Produced and directed
by Carlos Garcia Zarate
Sundays - 7:00 p.m.

“...The audience could not contain themselves at the
very least. Star after star took bows and seen in their eyes
there was no doubt that they were utterly pleased with
the play and loved that so many people were standing
and cheering without end. There is the possibility that
this is the top production in the history of Act2PV. It is
that good, a show not to be missed.” - Gary Beck - More
of Beck’s Best: Theater, Cabaret and More http://www.
facebook.com/groups/PuertoVallartaShows
“Just saw Mamma Mia Opening Night at Act II!
DON’T MISS IT! Fabulous cast! They sing, they dance;
and they can act!” - Sharon Baughman White
“Act2 raised the bar tonight! The talent had 100
people on their feet, singing, dancing and clapping for
the entire performance!” - Patti Hirsch
“...What a delightful evening. ★★★★ We knew it
would be fun, but from start to finish it was absolutely
incredible. We will be taking our friends as they come
into town.” - Randy Reed

“MJ LIVE” will blow your
mind! It is a thrilling musical
extravaganza, dedicated to the
creative genius and unsurpassed
talent of the legendary “King of
Pop,” Michael Jackson!
Gary Beck of “Beck’s Best:
“[This] is a Smash Show, not a Hit.
Unworldly. Dancing movements
are beyond wildest dreams.”
“This Michael Jackson Tribute
Show is changing everything that
you might have expected from
season 7 at Act II Stages. It is an
amazing high energy extravaganza
such as we might have encountered
in Vegas.” - Ed Gill
“Stunning.
Amazing.
Jaw
Dropping. W O W” - Dave Mohr
“Audience loved this show
starring Jose Martínez and that
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Danny Mininni and ACT2 had
moved outside of their comfort zone
to present something new. Energy
rocked the theater. Sebastian’s
lighting was pure magic. Every
Sunday night. Go. Go. Go” - Tom
Bernes
“An innovative new show
unlike seen here before has been
designed for the beginning of
Season Seven: a tribute to a top
iconic recording artist, Michael
Jackson….Award-winning Michael
Jackson
impersonator,
José
Martínez, sang some of the vocals
while backed with speciallydesigned background tracks. His
‘whoops!’ were exactly as Michael
expressed them onstage. Impressive
immediately is José’s ability while
dancing to flail his legs, feet, arms
and hands. Each posed movement
was like a photograph. He is an
embodiment of Michael Jackson…”
- Gary R. Beck - More of Beck’s
Best: Theater, Cabaret and
More
http://www.facebook.com/
groups/PuertoVallartaShows

“Showgirl”
starring Daniela Treviño
A throwback to the women singers
of Las Vegas
Saturdays - 7:30 p.m.
(through December 31)
Act2PV’s very own “Showgirl,”
Daniela Treviño delights the audience
with songs made famous by the women
of Las Vegas, such as Cher, Jennifer
Lopez, Charo, Gloria Estafan, Mariah,
Celine Dion, and more.

“Elton / Earth,
Wind & Fire”
A Musical Tribute featuring
Us Two and their Live Band
Sundays - 7:30 p.m.
Vallarta’s #1 Musical Duo,
UsTwo (and their live band),
presents a musical tribute to two
of the most beloved musical acts
of the 20th century, Elton John and
Earth, Wind & Fire!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...The audience was treated
to a gorgeous stylish woman who
possesses a strong and powerful
voice. Her wide range is exciting
to hear. Her movements across
the stage and into the audience
are enchanting and electrifying.
The handmade dresses and
accessories by a man who is one
of Mexico’s best [Federico Nuñez
Murias] are sensational…” Gary R. Beck - More of Beck’s
Best: Theater, Cabaret and More
http://www.facebook.com/groups/
PuertoVallartaShows

“Had the awesome pleasure of
checking out Us Two last night with
Daniel & Noemi! They’re amazing!
Great talents both of them and their
band and crew! 1.5 hours of music
flew by with us wanting more. We
loved their special flare for their
songs and their amazing voices
and banter. Can’t wait to come
back next. The theatre venue itself
is wonderful as well with great staff
serving during the performance.
Definitely recommend!”

“Was thrilled to be at Daniela
Trevino’s debut performance last
night! This young lady has a terrific
range in her voice and this tribute
to the Los Vegas show style was very
entertaining. The large crowd in the
Red Room gave her an enthusiastic
reception and was left in a standing
ovation wanting more. Daniel’s
renditions of Celine, Mariah and
Shania, plus many more, were
excellent. The backup dancers were
a show unto themselves with very
professional and graceful moves. I
would highly recommend this show
to all age groups.” - Christine Heigl

Mama Tits “I’m Back, B*ches!”

“Really enjoyed Daniela. And the
small male dancer should have his
own show! He is amazing!” - Jan
Dorland
“ACT2PV continues to lead the
way in introducing hot new talent.
Daniela is one who will blow you
away with her voice, charm and
moves.” - Tom Bernes

Starring Puerto Vallarta’s beloved
6’7” POWERHOUSE, Mama Tits!
Mondays & Saturdays - 9:30 p.m.
Thursdays - 5:00 p.m. (starting Jan 9)
Mama Tits is thrilled to return to
the Red Room for her fifth season!

She is back with another raw and
witty take on life, sex, relationships
and living your truth, with all new
music and stories, including jazz,
blues, pop and rock!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Mama Tit’s show is just amazing
and must-see. By her performance
and how she engages her audience,
you can tell how passionate and
heart-felt she is about performing
and sharing her message of love
and self-importance to everyone.
She is enthralling, captivating,
and engaging for the whole show,
and, at the same time, so crude and
hilarious that you will be laughing
for the entire show ...”

“PAST-MODERN
JUKEBOX!”
Sounds of the 70’S and 80’s
swinging back to the 40’s and 50’s
“big band” style, featuring Lollipop
Tuesdays - 7:00 p.m.
Prepare to be wowed when the
PMJ band, Lollipop, swings into
Puerto Vallarta with their incredible,
new show, “PAST-MODERN
JUKEBOX!”
This
talented,
5-member band puts their unique
spin on beloved classics from the
70’s and 80’s, with hits from Queen,
Journey, Eric Clapton, KISS,
Chicago, Police, and more, and
converts them into the vintage big
band (Tommy Dorsey, Glenn Miller,
Count Basie, etc.) sounds of the past.
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Coming Soon to:

“Fleetwood Mac
& The Eagles”

Act2pv

A Musical Tribute featuring Us Two and their
Live Band. Wednesdays - 7:30 p.m.
UsTwo returns to the Red Room for its 3rd
SOLD-OUT SEASON! This year, Daniel Celis
and Noemi Plascencia (and their LIVE BAND)
will present a musical tribute to the everlasting and
timeless music of two unforgettable groups from the
70s… FLEETWOOD MAC and THE EAGLES,
with songs such as New Kid in Town, One of
These Nights, Take It Easy, Heartache Tonight,
Dreams Everywhere, Landslide, Desperado and
many more.

November 19:

“Linda Rondstadt,
In My Voice,”
starring Brenda Gaviño

Hedda Lettuce’s
“Tossed Salad”
Featuring Vallarta’s Hedda Lettuce’s
smorgasbord of live comedy, songs,
and stand-up improvisations
Thursdays & Fridays - 9:30 p.m..
Tuesdays - 5:00 p.m. (starting Jan 7)
Six-time Drag Queen of the Year Award-winner
(HX magazine) and the legendary “green goddess” of
drag, Hedda Lettuce is delighted to celebrate her fifth
season at the Red Room Cabaret with her one woman
Comedy/Cabaret show, “Tossed Salad!” Hedda will
toss out the perfect mix of fresh, crisp improvisational
comedy, bawdy and biting wit, light dancing and lush,
live (NOT lip-synched) singing! All this, along with
her colorful costumes, creates the perfect show!

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“My partner and I went to this show without
reading reviews or having any expectations. WE
LOVED IT! Every song sung was great. They each
take turns singing their songs. They are amazing
alone, but when then harmonize...just Wow! Two
very talented people. They are easy on the eyes too!
We understand they sell out during high season.”

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

November 22:

“Gabe & the Rockstars”
a tribute to Mick Jagger, George Michael
& Prince, starring Gabe Garciniega

“OMG! Saw Hedda Lettuce’s show this week and it
was the funniest show ever. We laughed until we cried.
She deserves the title best drag queen in PV. She plays
with the audience with the quickest wit imaginable.
The jokes never stop. She sings live and has a great
voice. The lyrics to her songs are just as funny as her
jokes. Totally a great way to spend the evening!”

For more information about our shows, or to order
tickets, please go to our website at www.act2pv.
com Tickets to all shows can be purchased online
at act2pv.com or at the box office, which opens
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. every day.
The Act II Entertainment Stages complex
is located on the 2nd floor at the corner of
Insurgentes and Basilio Badillo in the Romantic
Zone.
Website: www.act2pv.com - Email:
act2entertainmentproductions@gmail.com
Tickets are available at www.act2pv.com

www.act2pv.com
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Gladys in Wonderland
Paco Ojeda

The Boutique Theatre is adding
finishing touches to its first seasonal
production,
Gladys
in
Wonderland, a stage comedy
by
Rosemary
Frisino
Toohey, for its opening date,
November 14. Additional
performances will take place
on November 15, 16, 21, 22,
23, 28 and 29, at 5:30 p.m.
“We are thrilled to
launch our season with a
lighthearted, yet thoughtprovoking
comedy,”
commented Ken Sebryk,
who along with his wife, Karrie,
founded The Boutique Community
Theatre 14 years ago, allowing
Puerto Vallarta’s English-speaking
community to experience every
aspect of theatre production:
lighting, stage managing, directing,
acting, promotion and fundraising,
regardless of past experience.
Making his directorial debut is
Thomas Carroll, who moved to
Puerto Vallarta with his husband,
Frank Harrison, after 40 years of
teaching. Looking for a creative
outlook, he has now appeared in six
different local productions. “I’ve
had wonderful opportunities to learn
from other directors in town and am
excited to present my first directorial
effort to Vallarta locals and visitors,”
he commented.
Gladys in Wonderland features
veteran
Boutique
Theatre
collaborator,
Catalina
‘Cat’
Montalvo-Meders in the leading
role. With two dozen productions
under her belt, community theater
has become an important part of her

life. She is joined onstage by Alice
Averett, Rick Bodensteiner, Anne
Bruce Montreuil, Steve Crovo, Lydia
Damato, Lynne Dellinger, Cherry
Lane
DeLorenzo,
Frank
Harrison,
Brandon Miller and
Ron Untener.
“The
Boutique
Theatre has become
this very unique
playground for us,”
adds Carroll. “Most
of us have had limited
experience on stage,

but love the
opportunity
to explore
new aspects
of our lives
that
for
one reason or another, we’ve never
allowed ourselves the opportunity
to enjoy. The Boutique Theatre
provides many opportunities for
people coming from all walks of life
to take a risk and try a new endeavor.
The Boutique Community Theatre
is not about competing, it is about
group creation.”

Who is Gladys?
87-year-old Gladys’ days of
munching donuts and scouring the
obituaries seem numbered when
Death himself comes knocking
on her door one morning. Ready
to whisk her off into the great
unknown, her cheerful grim reaper
is startled by Gladys’ stubborn
refusal to expire. In order to push
Gladys toward the light, he ushers
in a parade of obnoxious friends and
relatives who nitpick and whine.
He also gives her a taste of nursing
home life from an inmate’s point of
view. Suddenly, the afterlife doesn’t
look so bad…
Gladys in Wonderland was written
by Rosemary Frisino Toohey, whose
plays have been produced hundreds
of times and are included in the
collections of dozens of libraries
from Harvard to the University of
Kwa Zulu Natal in South Africa.
As a member of the Screen Actors
Guild, she sometimes works in
film and on TV. She’s been seen
in Home, Rocket Science, Rocky
Balboa, The Wire, Veep and House
Of Cards among many others.
The Boutique Community Theatre
continues its 2019-2020 season
with three additional productions,
all of which are outlined on its
brand-new website. “We received
a lot of valuable feedback from our
loyal patrons last season,” explains
founder Ken Sebryk. “This summer,
we decided to spend a fair amount of
time improving our content online
to make it easier for everybody to
learn more about our productions,
and different ways to get involved.”
Folks can also purchase tickets
online for every show, by visiting the
website, www.btpv.org In addition,
you can follow The Boutique
Theatre on Facebook at www.
facebook.com/TheBoutiquePV,
where you will find news, audition
notices, candid photos of rehearsals
and performances, and much more.

(See location number on Central Map)

The Boutique Theatre launches season with

The Boutique Community Theatre is located at 287 Basilio Badillo, above Nacho Daddy. We welcome members of the local community who want
to experience every aspect of theatre production: lighting, stage managing, directing, acting, promotion and fundraising. To learn more, visit the
website www.btpv.org, or the Facebook page www.facebook.com/TheBoutiquePV, where you will find information about scheduled performances. 16
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And, we’re back!

Another great season
as we celebrate
20 years in the making
Alex Bourgeau

We are so happy to be back, and we can’t wait to
introduce Vallarta to all the amazing acts and shows
we have going on this year! The management
and staff have been working hard all summer
long preparing for what we think will be the best
season yet. As usual, many acts from last season
are returning to The Palm, and some who got their
PV start long ago are joining us for our 20th year of
entertaining. The Palm promises to continue its long
tradition of friendliness, family, and exceptional
customer service ...not to mention some the best
entertainment from Puerto Vallarta and the world.
To kick off this year, another tradition continues.
Our first show has always been a free event,
introducing the PV audience to snippets of what
our season has to offer - a great opportunity to
incorporate the event with a local charity. For our 3rd
fundraiser, we have teamed up with RISE - Refugio
Infantil Santa Esperanza (Children’s Shelter of
Hope) and the response has been nothing short
phenomenal. For more info about the orphanage,
you can visit www.risepv.org
The evening will feature a star-studded cast
offering a preview of what they have in store for
you this year. Miss Conception will co-host with
Lady Zen with personal stories and laughs while
sharing the stage with Piel Canela, Spencer Day,
Moelle, Luis Villanueva and others. There will be
a 50/50 draw, a raffle and all proceeds go to RISE.
This event will sell out, so visit the box office soon.
Miss Conception returns to The Palm starting in
November. This #1 attended show in PV will mark
the relaunch of “Forbidden Diznee”, an adult look at
classic family movies - a huge hit in Provincetown

during its debut, and due to popular demand, it
makes its way back to Vallarta. This show only runs
a few weeks, as Miss Conception sets off to the high
seas touring around the world. She returns midJanuary with her new creation, “Villains” where the
audience takes a walk on the wild side of bad boys
and girls of cinema.
Mark Rome, co-founder of The Palm and owner of
Spotlight in Ajijic has introduced us to an act that is
so good, audience wanted the show to go on forever.
Four members make up SeaSons, a vocal ensemble
that play their own instruments, a non-stop journey
through memory lane with beautiful harmony and
unforgettable songs - a must for fans of contemporary
music - at The Palm for two shows only.
With over a million hits on YouTube, Spencer Day
returns to The Palm with musical accompaniment
by Eduardo Leon and Zoey Wood. Born in Utah,
raised in rural Arizona, and currently living in NYC,
Spencer Day has developed an artistic sensibility that
borrows from numerous sources: jazz, musical theater,
cabaret, soul, folk, traditional and contemporary
pop. NPR is quoted “Spencer has one of the most
beautiful voices around today”. Currently, Spencer
is finishing up a run on Broadway, NYC, hence the
title “Broadway to Bolero”. Expect nothing short of
mesmerizing as we all get to experience the charm
and talent of Spencer Day.
A new addition to our family is Lady Zen.
Alzenira Quezada is an internationally known
lyric fusion poet. She joins us throughout the
season, beginning November 20 to December 19.
Deb Jean wrote, “Lady Zen is an extraordinary
vocalist and delivers a show that her audience can
truly appreciate.” The “Ladies of Legend” show
is a tribute to all the women who inspired her
voice: Sade, Carol King, Joan Armatrading, Tina

Turner, Erykah Badu, and so many more. Preview
November 18 during our opening night fundraiser.
Another new feature artist for us is Moelle, fronted
by vocalist and founder Fernanda Hernández.
Fernanda is originally from Aguascalientes, in
central Mexico. At 11, her family settled in Vallarta,
which became her hometown and provenance
of Moelle Project. The show “Cinema Moelle”
will take you through time bringing back memories
of the magical music experience in Hollywood.
The fabulous ensemble, the stunning voice and
performance guarantee a wonderful evening.
Our favourite Latin band is back! Fernando
Gonzalez re-assembles his band, Piel Canela and
returns with a renewed energy and enthusiasm
taking a prime-time slot for the 2019/2020 season.
Fernando Gonzalez, Gary Flores Morales, Luis
Rascon, Jose Galvan, and Alberto Ramirez band
together to offer toe-tapping danceable music in
both English and Spanish. The most fun you can
have on a Friday Night. Dancing is recommended
during the shows, and we are certain you will not
be able to sit still for very long. Piel Canela joins
us all season long, and look for them at our Market
Days on certain Saturdays.
Luis Villanueva, born and raised in Chiapas
in southern Mexico, began his musical career at
age 11 in the Azteca Chiapas Hope Symphony
Orchestra, when he began to participate in local
singing contests. He later moved to Vallarta to have
more opportunities in music. Winning local and
national contests already in this town, he succeeded
with shows like The Gospel Brunch, Naked Boys
Singing, Revival Show, etc. Thus, having his own
audience, during the last year he has worked on
his original music, creating compositions and
productions together with Fernando Uribe, pianist,
music director and producer.
This season Luis returns with a totally different
new show with musicians of the highest quality,
recognized by the Vallarta audience. The Mr
Curiosity show leads you to an era with George
Michael, Erasure, Culture Club, Spandau Ballet,
Madonna and more, filled of energy to more than
one generation.
This is just a sampling of what The Palm has
scheduled for the 2019/2020 season. There is so
much coming to you that it would take too many
pages to talk about all of them. Keep an eye out for
Denita Asberry, Bobby Brooks Wilson (son of legend
Jackie Wilson), Kim Kuzma, Sutton Lee Seymour,
Dueling Drag Divas, The Kinsey Sicks as they all
take to our stage offering a season to remember.

(See location number on Central Map)
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The Palm Cabaret and Bar is located at 508 Olas Altas in the heart of PV’s Romantic Zone. Tickets to all shows can be purchased at the venue’s box office,
open daily at 10 a.m., or online at ThePalmCabaret.com For more information, call 222-0200, or follow The Palm Cabaret and Bar PVR on Facebook
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Facial Acupuncture
Uplifting the face,
body and soul

Krystal Frost

This article was passed on to
me by one of our patients who
has undergone a series of facial
acupuncture treatments at our
clinic. I find the results depend
largely on overall health and life
style. Patients come in enticed
by the thought that the face
can be lifted and renewed with
acupuncture and discover that the
holistic approach leaves them with
a feeling of overall wellbeing.
This is because facial acupuncture
not only addresses the facial area,
but the whole body is treated to
bring the organs into balance,
which naturally energizes and
relieves many health issues.

Before

(See location number on Central Map)

Nora Isaacs of the New York
times wrote:
“JANE BECKER, a composer
and solo pianist, celebrated her
50th birthday at the dermatologist,
paying $1,500. USD for shots
of Restylane and Botox. But
three months later, their wrinklesmoothing effects wore off. So
she turned to a less-artificial youth
tonic: facial acupuncture.
Like many women who have
tried acupuncture in pursuit of
beauty, Ms. Becker hoped that
having
needles
strategically
inserted into her face would be
cheaper and last longer than her
birthday injections.
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Ms. Becker, now 53, started
with 10 sessions in five weeks
($1,000.) and has gone for
monthly maintenance since ($105.
a session).
Facial acupuncture is not cheap
due to the special equipment, time
and product used in the procedure,
but it pays in other ways, she said.
After a treatment, I feel light, relaxed
and energized. I also sleep better.
“I can really see a difference
in my face,” said Ms. Becker,
who sees Steven Sonmore from
Minneapolis. “It looks younger,
smoother, brighter and uplifted.”
Cosmetic acupuncture has caught
the attention of more of the wrinkled
public. Its holistic approach appeals
in particular to women who want to
slow signs of aging.
Whether it is called facial
rejuvenation, acupuncture facelift or cosmetic acupuncture,
the aim is to tackle wrinkles,
muscle tension that may be

After 8 treatments
causing unsightly lines, as well
as systematic issues standing
between you and glowing skin.
Just as with traditional needling,
putting needles on acupuncture
points stimulates the body’s
natural energies.
Practitioners of this style of
cosmetic acupuncture called
Mei Zen (“beautiful person” in
Chinese) offer their services in
the U.S, Canada, and in Puerto
Vallarta…
What to expect in a session:
- Body acupuncture to increase
energy and direct the chi into the face
- facial cleanse and application of
anesthesia cream for the treatment
- facial acupuncture using a
special grade sealed fine needle.
- full facial with a soothing mask
- reflexology and some massage.
“Cosmetic Acupuncture Works.”
A half-dozen women interviewed
for this article said they have seen
puffiness decrease, under-eye bags
disappear and lines diminish or
soften, especially around the eyes
and lips.
So there you have it… a real
alternative to look into before
seeking out the plastic surgeon.
Sound interesting?? Give me a
call or drop me a line if you have
questions.
Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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To suffer a loss
Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW

Loss can be abrupt and unexpected
or planned and anticipated. Loss can be
from a relationship break-up, divorce,
or from the death of a partner, family
member or friend. I have personally
experienced both; an unexpected
divorce, my father’s anticipated death
from Alzheimer’s, and more recently
(2 years ago) my boyfriend’s abrupt
death.
Besides
death,
abrupt
and
unexpected loss can result from a
partner suddenly announcing he/she is
leaving you. Oftentimes, a break-up or
divorce is not a mutually agreed upon
decision. There is an immediate shock,
anger, and a sense of powerlessness
for the one being left. They feel
blindsided and don’t even know how to
respond at first. There is an incredible
agonizing loneliness. Managing their
new reality and accepting it is a long
and very painful process.
A planned and anticipated loss
can result from a terminal illness
or a relationship break-up. With an
anticipated relationship break-up
there’s usually been a specific and very
significant event which the couple
decides has caused irreparable damage
or the couple has been drifting apart
and finally decide to go their separate
ways.
In such cases, everyone
involved has had time to prepare and
accept the inevitable. Their painful
process began long before the actual
loss. They already began adapting
to life without their partner and have
suffered the painful reality of the loss
before it actually occurs. Most often,
once the person has passed away or the
divorce is final, there is a huge sense
of relief.
The infamous 5 stages of grieving
defined by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
include shock / denial, anger,
bargaining, sadness / depression, and
acceptance. Not everyone goes through
every stage and you can go through

them in any order and sometimes
struggle with more than one at once.
They are worth mentioning because I
think it helps define the process we all
go through in one way or another and
knowing what to call it helps validate
our experience. It is also important
to note that when Ms. Kubler-Ross
created this list she was focusing on
the person dying of the illness, not the
ones left behind. Over time, it became
very clear that everyone involved went
through this process.
Allow the grieving process
Allowing the grieving process is
very important. It cannot be rushed
and you cannot just decide one day
when it should be over. You should not
try to turn your tears off like a faucet.
Let them flow. If you feel angry, say it,
write it down. If you are scared, admit
it. The usual time it takes to fully
“recover”; to feel whole and complete
again, to have a sense of self again, and
have a renewed sense of enthusiasm
about your life, is one and a half years.
“In order to heal it, you must feel it”
(John Bradshaw). Allow the process
and respect its power to heal.
Regarding “loss”, Dawna Markova
in her book, I Will Not Live An
Unlived Life, 2000, Conari Press,)
states that “loss strips away so much”
(pg88). “Loss can help us loosen
our grip on all understandings of
ourselves and the world so they can
be rearranged into a higher and wider
order. Loss can help us find and know
our strength… and help us find what
we truly value.” (pg90). Yes, loss is a
very necessary and inevitable part of
life and it brings forth many lessons
and insights if we remain open.
Still have to learn to live
without that person
During the grieving process, you
still have to learn to live without that

person; you cannot wait until you
are done grieving before you live
again. No matter what happened
and no matter if you were part of the
decision or whether it was imposed
on you, life goes on. You still have to
adapt. Many years ago, shortly after
my abrupt separation and pending
divorce, a colleague looked me right
in the eyes and told me to “get a life”.
Okay, “get a life”, I thought and then
had to question, “What does that even
look like”?
I had to figure out what life feels
like without him. I had to consider
what it is like to plan something
without considering whether he could
or wanted to do it? I had to feel what
it was like to go out without him and
go do things without him at my side
enjoying the activity or complaining
about it? I wondered who I would
travel with, work-out, eat, talk, share,
sleep, or cry with?
Accept and heal
Either
way,
unexpected
or
anticipated, you have been set free,
whether you wanted to be or not. Even
though you may struggle with “why”
and obsess over what could have been
or should have been, acceptance is still
necessary. In order to promote your
healing, you must accept (however
difficult) that there is a reason and it
is for your higher purpose, and it was
for the higher purpose of the one you
lost as well.
Now that you are free
My saying that you are free, doesn’t
mean that you felt trapped, it just
means you are literally not attached

to that person or that relationship
anymore and so you are free. Free to
go forward on your life path, to explore
different options that the relationship
may not have allowed or nurtured,
free to choose differently. The energy
space has opened for reasons we may
not understand. It may be to allow
opportunities and people into your
life that could not have entered before.
You may find your next relationship or
your next life purpose.
Following a huge loss, Markova
realizes that she is “Free to follow
myself, free to find my own rhythm,
my own routine, my own calendar”
(pg117). “It’s time to discover what
my own life’s orbit is like without (“x”
person’s) gravitational field” (pg118).
Integrate all of it
Take every lesson and every memory
and include them as you go forward;
integrate all of it into your being.
Discover who you’ve become because
of the relationship and who you are
without it and embrace it. What’s
changed and what’s stayed the same?
What do you want to do the same and
differently? What dreams and goals
are the same and what ones need to be
reconsidered? Become who you were
meant to be because this person came
into your life and because they now
have left you!
Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is
available for appointments in person,
by phone, or by skype webcam.
Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552
or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Viewpoint
Harriet Murray

What is the fideicomiso?

(See location number on Central Map)

A client who recently bought a
condo in Vallarta called and said,
“Please write a summary of the
basic points of foreign ownership
so that not only I can speak about it
better, but to teach or remind other
foreigners what a unique opportunity
we have to own properties near the
ocean in Mexico.”
This is a summary of the
characteristics of a fideicomiso trust:
Legal ownership of real estate in
Mexico for foreigners comes from
the Foreign Investment Law, which
was approved by President Luis
Echeverria in 1971, and became law
in 1973.
This law exists because notaries
and other businessmen in Mexico
recognized the huge asset Mexico
has of its coastline. These leaders
realized there was an opportunity to
attract foreign investment. To have
funds for economic development
in the 70s was of paramount
importance, and US dollars were
highly desired. How to make this
asset available to foreigners and not
violate the Mexican constitution was
the dilemma. The key became the
fideicomiso or trust.

8

The 1917 Mexican Constitution
banned foreign ownership of
any land within the “Restricted
Zone” which is within 64 miles of
international borders and 32 miles of
any coastline.
The Foreign Investment Law of
1973 allowed a different treatment
of real estate within and outside the
Restricted Zone. Foreigners can
own land outside the RZ without
the need of a trust. Chapala and
Guadalajara are locations where
a number of foreigners own with
a simple escritura or deed. Land
inside the RZ would be within a
fideicomiso trust.
The investment trust program was
very successful, and in 1989, the
Mexican government signed into
law the ability for the foreigner to
have successive extensions of the

trust thorough a simple application
process when time for expiration of
the original trust period came due.
In 1994, the new Foreign Investment
Law allowed a beneficiary to have a
trust for 50 years, with the application
for extension or renewal still intact.
The trust is privately held in a
Mexican bank authorized to act as
a trustee. The trusts are not assets
on the books of the bank, nor are
banks allowed to take any action
without written instruction from the
beneficiary of the trust. The bank
holds title to the real estate in trust,
and the foreigner is designated as
the holder of the beneficial rights of
the trust, which includes the right to
sell, improve, and will to heirs, or
exercise any legal right under law.
As beneficiary, the foreigner has
the equitable interest in the property
through whatever market variations
may occur. In other words, any
equity or loss of equity, accrues to
the holder of the trust, not the bank.
When the actual sale takes place
at the office of a notary, the foreign
owner may assign his beneficial
interest in the trust to the new buyer
(for a Mexican National, he endorses
the title in favor of the buyer). The
new owner may wish to establish a
new bank trust where he is named
the primary beneficiary. In this
case, he will issue instructions to the
notary for this purpose.
Closing costs for the buyer are
normally: acquisition tax, city
appraisal, foreign permits, bank trust
set-up and first year administration
fee, notary costs, title insurance or
survey, if requested.

Closing costs for the seller include
payment of capital gains tax, trust
cancellation if applicable, and real
estate fees. Capital gains tax is
computed using the declared value
of the purchase price in the seller’s
deed and the tax value, which form
a basis to index appreciation or
depreciation, and deduct allowable
receipts to arrive at an amount of tax.
Each individual case will be different
and proper analysis by a qualified
professional is necessary.
An
appraisal by a registered appraiser
can be used by the seller. There is
a charge, and the notary closing the
transaction has to approve the ISR
amount to pay. The notary pays the
government and the seller needs to
receive a proper receipt to use for
proof of payment for a credit against
any tax owed in his home country.
Mexico created a way to release
pent-up equity from its valuable
shoreline.
“The ability to convert ideas
to things is the secret of outward
success.” - Henry Ward Beecher
This article is based upon legal
opinions, current practices and my
personal experiences in the Puerto
Vallarta-Bahía de Banderas areas.
I recommend that each potential
buyer or seller of Mexican real
estate conduct his own due diligence
and review.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at
harriet@casasandvillas.com
www.casasandvillas.com
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Getting a little sun
Gil Gevins

Usually, I have enough of a tan so as
not to be taken for a tourist. But after
five months in California rehabbing
my wife’s two new knees, I’d turned
one of those fifty shades of gray they
keep talking about. Lucy, put-off by
my pallid presentation, felt I should
take some remedial action.
“You look gray,” she said over
coffee. “You need some sun.”
“Don’t change the subject,” I told
her. “We were discussing how to
improve sales at the shop.”
“And I was telling you,” Lucy said,
“that we can’t put Martha Stewart’s
name on our sign.”
“Why not? Didn’t she say that
T-towels make the ideal hostess gift?”
“Yes, but…”
“And don’t we sell beautiful handloomed T-towels?”
“We could get sued.”
“Exactly! Think what it would do for
business! I’ve been trying to get the
New York Times to sue me for years.
And Oprah. Could you imagine how
many books I’d sell if Oprah sued me?”
“Why don’t you walk to the bank
today?” Lucy suggested. “You really
need some sun. I mean, take a gander
at yourself in the mirror - you look like
the Pillsbury Dough Boy.”
I had an appointment with the bank
manager, with whom I was at odds on
several fronts. So I shaved, put on a
nice Hawaiian shirt and my best pair
of shorts. I didn’t want to sit there
looking like a bum while I told the
man what a moron he was.
Ever since they’d eliminated the cars,
walking down the malecon was a real
pleasure: The sparkling ocean. Beautiful
plants. Exotic flowers. No cars!
I must have really looked like a
tourist in my Hawaiian shirt and pasty
skin, because as I walked along I was
continually greeted with offers of free
tequila, discounted breakfasts, smooth
boat rides, Cuban cigars, etc., etc.
Then I saw a cute painted wooden

cat in the window of a suspiciously
tiny store. I noticed the cat because
we sold a similar one in our own shop.
Ours was nicer, of course, but they
were made by the same artisan, a man
I’d known for many years.
The “store” had little merchandise
for sale and was manned by two young
men with tattooed knuckles. Not
having been born three minutes ago,
and badly in need of material, I sensed
an opportunity and went inside.
“Hello,” I said in English. “How
much for that cat?” We sold ours for
thirteen dollars.
“Seventy-nine dollars,” the shorter
and rounder of the two said. “My
name is Gordo. That cat is made by a
very famous artist.”
“His work is known all over the
world,” the one with bad skin said.
“My name is Andy.”
“What’s the artist’s name?” I asked.
“Humberto Mendez Mendoza (not
even close),” Gordo replied.
“Well, guys,” I said, “that’s a little
rich for my blood. Too bad. I really
like that cat.”
Acne looked meaningfully into my
eyes and said, “How would you like to
have it for free?”
“Free?” I laughed. “Nothing’s for
free in this life.”
“Are you married?”
“Yeah, and that’s not free, either.”
“Is your wife here on vacation with
you?”
Well… technically, we weren’t
actually on vacation. But what the
heck. “Of course,” I said. “I never
leave home without her.”
“And do you have a valid credit
card?” Gordo inquired.
“That, too. Listen, what are you
guys up to?”
“Playing the game,” Acne said
mysteriously.
“You can have that cat,” Gordo said.
“And a free breakfast. And a hundred
dollars!”

“I’m not hungry,” I said.
“Hey, just play the game,” Acne said.
“What,” I demanded, “is this stupid
game you keep talking about? I hope
you play it sitting down, because my
knees are killing me.”
“Oh, you will be sitting down,”
Gordo assured me.
“Did you say a hundred dollars,
and the free cat?” I asked, my eyes
suddenly sparkling with greed.
“Yes,” Gordo said. “What hotel are
you staying at?”
“Listen,” I said, “you guys may think
I was born yesterday, but actually it
was during the Truman administration.
I want two cats.”
“No problem!” they said.
“And five hundred dollars,” I added
with a malicious smile.
“Five… are you loco?” Acne said.
“Hey,” Gordo said, “we’re giving
you two of those cats for free. You
have any idea how much those cats
cost us?”
“Yes, as a matter of fact, I do.”
“What? How do you know that?”
“I have a cousin,” I said with a
very straight face, “in the wooden cat
business. Okay, here’s the deal. Keep
the cats, and give me six hundred
dollars.”
“What? No. Come on, man,” Gordo
said, “you’re killing us!”
“Yeah,” Acne agreed. “We got to
make a living, too. I got five kids to
support.”
“You have five kids?”
“Yeah, and a wife.”
“Okay,” I said. “That’s different.
In that case I’ll do it for five hundred.
And, I’ll throw in some free advice.
Son, get your tubes tied. Get them tied

today, and I’ll throw in, not one, but
two wooden cats, absolutely free!”
“One-hundred fifty,” Gordo said.
“That’s as high as we can go.”
“Four seventy-five,” I said.
“And what will they be serving for
breakfast?”
“One-hundred and eighty,” Gordo
said. “You get eggs, hash brown
potatoes, bacon…”
“Wait. Stop! That’s more cholesterol
than I eat in a month. How about some
fruit, for Christ’s sake?”
“I was coming to the fruit,” Gordo
said. “They got papaya…”
“No, forget the fruit. Do they serve
anything resembling bread?”
“Of course! They give you not one,
but two French cross-ants.”
“Angry European insects? No thank
you! How about some tortillas?”
“No tortillas. This is a first-class
breakfast.”
“Too bad,” I said, “I can’t eat that
French crap. I’m gluten intolerant.”
“Oh, come on,” Acne whined, “what
those French people ever do to you?”
“Two hundred,” Gordo said. “That’s
our last offer.”
“Four seventy-three,” I countered.
“And a kilo of corn tortillas. And a
liter of soy milk. I’m lactose intolerant,
too.”
“Oh man!” Acne moaned, “you hate
everybody!”
Gil Gevins
Is the author of five hilarious books,
including his latest: 1967: The Fall.
All of Gil’s books are available at his
wife’s wonderful shop, LUCY’S CUCU
CABAÑA, located at 295 Basilio
Badillo. Or as E-Books on Amazon.
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Swirling currents, spread out
fishing, massive bait, Dorado,
Sailfish, Marlin, it’s fish city!
Stan Gabruk
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

It’s peak fishing season in Puerto
Vallarta. We have the best fishing
of the year right now. While 80% of
the time things are exactly like you’d
hope they’d be, things can change
in a heartbeat. What’s happening
now is that we’re seeing changing
and swirling currents mixing warm
water with fresh “cooler”, not cold

water. Of course, this creates its
own set of challenges. Adjusting
to these conditions is easy with
experienced captains and crews!
Corbeteña, blue water and plenty
of every kind of bait you can
imagine makes Corbeteña probably
your best choice on any given
day. Sailfish and Marlin are in the

area, but they’re moving around so
finding them strictly around The
Rock can be frustrating. Marlin
numbers have thinned out a bit
and those expecting Marlin could
be disappointed. Yellowfin tuna
are there but they’re only around
60 lbs. There could be larger YF
Tuna but they’re flying under the
radar. Heading out once
you pass El Moro I’d be
dropping baits.
El Banco is much the
same. Find blue water
and you’ve got fish.
Dorado are picking up
in numbers and size
north of the high spots.
Sailfish are roaming but
like the other billfish,
they’re
somewhere
between The Rock and
El Banco. No word of
any Tuna in the area.
Punta Mita: Any debris is a
Dorado Goldmine. Ten to twelve
miles on a 310 heading will put you
in a good area to boat what seems to
be a rare Marlin this week. For now
an 8-hour trip is worth the effort.
Inside the bay, we’ve seen some
strange stuff. Dorado are now in
short day trips. You can expect a

couple of Dorado strikes at the
minimum in a six-hour fishing trip.
Four hours is working as well, six
is better. 20 to 30-lb Dorado are
anywhere from Los Arcos to La
Cruz Marina area. Sailfish are
still about a 30% chance, but it’s a
chance! Snook can still be found
along shore line areas near the
many rivers in the bay. The fact of
the matter is if you’re looking for
some family fishing days with short
hours and a maximum of fun, then
the bay is exactly what the doctor
ordered, amigos! Well worth your
fishing or tour dollar.
When it comes to bait, we’ve had
an invasion of Squid and krill riding
the currents. Sardines, flying fish,
Rainbow runners, Green runners,
Goggle Eyes, you can’t list all
the baits running the area. The
bite: Water temperatures seem to
be mixed, a.k.a.: swirling. We’re
seeing spots of 85 degrees, then
we’re seeing areas to 88, that’s a
big swing. “Chilled” fish will avoid
the green and colder water. This is
useable, find warm water, stay out
of the cold green water, catch fish!
Until next week, don’t forget to
kiss Your Fish!
Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx
Local Ph. at: (044) 322 779 7571 or our
international number is: 011 52 322
209-1128, 10 to 9 local time.

www.facebook.com/pages/Master-BaitersSportfishing-Tackle/88817121325

The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Smartphone - palooza 3
The last few articles, we looked
at the long-awaited re-launch of
the Samsung Galaxy Fold and the
Apple iPhone 2019 line-up. This
week we’re going to look at the
just released Google Pixel 4 and a
nice not so high end smartphone.
The Google Pixel 4 and Pixel
4XL were officially available
October 24th.
What usually
defines the pixel from the other big
boys year after year is its camera
and this year is no different.
But overall, the general design
of the Pixel4 has changed little
compared to the Pixel 3.
The Pixel 4 has a 5.7” display,
while the Pixel 4 XL comes in at
6.3” (and NO notch!!), while both
have a new 90Hz display refresh
rate. The Pixel 4 and 4 XL both
have a new dual rear camera
within a square camera housing,
rather than a single sensor like the
Pixel 3 and 3 XL. The dual rear
camera on the new devices is made
up of a 12.2-megapixel sensor and
a 16-megapixel telephoto sensor.
On the front, both remain at an
8-megapixel single camera lens.

Both models got a bump up in
the processor specs as well as a
bump up to 6GB RAM. The Pixel
4 has a 2800mAh battery (slightly
smaller than Pixel 3), while the
Pixel 4 XL has a 3700mAh battery
(about 8% bigger than the Pixel
3XL). The Pixel 4 starts at $799.
for 64GB storage and $899. for
128GB storage.
The Pixel 4 XL runs at $899.
for 64GB storage and $999. for
128GB storage. Colors are Black,
White and Orange (for a limited
time). You can buy direct from
Google or also from your carrier
(new as of this year). Android 10
is the official flavor for the Pixel 4
this year, after deciding to ditch its
dessert nickname themes.
Now there is one main midrange smartphone that has caught
my eye (and that of trusted
hardware reviewers) the past few
years. Full disclosure: I have
not gone through the expense of
buying one yet, to test out first
hand, but this review is based on
the hardware specifications and
hands-on reviews by some techies

that I really do trust. So if you’re
tired of the $1000. smartphone…
this $599. option may be for you!
The
OnePlus
smartphone,
has for several years now, been
a favorite of many techies for
the internal hardware, rivaling
Samsung and any of the Android
family smartphones. It’s now
made almost completely of glass,
which curves around the rear and
feels more premium, with a rim
of metal sandwiched between the
glass to add rigidity.
The OnePlus 7T comes with a
top of the line 6.55” AMOLED
display screen. The resolution is
an impressive 1080 x 2400 with
a nice 90Hz display refresh rate.
Storage size of the 7T starts at
128GB with 8GB of RAM and
comes with Android 10. One
feature that Apple and Samsung
are still working on, is the under
display fingerprint sensor… but
the OnePlus 7T has it!
The rear triple lens camera is a
48 MP (wide), 16 MP (ultra-wide)
and a 12 MP telephoto camera to
boot. The front (selfie) camera
comes in at 16 megapixels. On
the battery front, the OnePlus 7T
battery comes in at 3,800mAh,
which gives solid battery life
with regular use and there’s also
a dual Nano SIM card slot, which
is great for travelling and using
multiple carriers. Now… the
OnePlus 7T does not have the

water resistance feature that other
higher end smartphone have, so no
swimming with this smartphone!
But hey, they would have to cut
some features somewhere, to meet
a better price point.
Even without some extras the big
boys have, like wireless charging,
expandable storage or water
resistance, the OnePlus 7T gets
closer to covering all the bases and
fulfilling most users’ demands from
a smartphone. This bad boy does
all this while saving you hundreds
of dollars compared with the base
models of the big boyz.
If you want to pick up this
OnePlus 7T base model for $599.,
it isn’t as widely sold by cellular
carriers yet nor do they have their
own retail shops like Samsung,
Apple or Google. Your best bet
is to order online from Amazon,
from reputable Amazon sellers.
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click
on “articles”. See you again next
week... until then, remember: only
safe Internet!
Ronnie Bravo
Ron can be found at CANMEX
Computers. www.RonnieBravo.com
Sales, Repairs, Data Recovery,
Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, Housecalls available. Cellular 322-157-0688
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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leaves will turn to various shades of
pink. Generally speaking, it is used
as a specimen plant or placed in the
garden as an accent what with its
delightful coloration. Some shear it
and grow it as ground cover or as a
bedding plant.

Snow Bush
If you squint
your eyes and
turn your head
just so, it does
rather
look
like snow on
those leaves!

Breynia disticha ‘Roseo-picta’
Family: Phyllanthaceae
Also known as: Red-leafed Snow
Bush, Redleaf Breynia, Leaf
Flower, Hawaiian Snow Bush,
Snow-on-the-Mountain, Sweetpea
Bush or Ice Cream Bush
The genus Breynia is comprised
of evergreen trees and shrubs from
tropical forests and scrub areas of
Asia, Australia, and the Pacific Islands,
including our Aloha State, Hawaii.
At the outset, let’s differentiate
between the two somewhat similar
varieties of this delightful species,
‘Atropurpurea’ and ‘Roseapicta’.
The former has dark purple leaves,
while this has mottled creamy white,
pink and green variegation on its
approximately one inch (2.54 cm)
oval leaves, with attractive red zigzag
stems and red petioles. Both are a
wonderful all-season source of color.
The tiny flowers, of both species –
which are followed by small berries generally go unnoticed. I wish I could
recall where I found this description
of the Snow Bush and profusely
apologize to whomever said it for my
non-attribution to them, “It’s almost
as if a watercolorist dappled each leaf
with drops and blushes of color. It is
bushy and upright, graceful and open.”
The Snow Bush is native to New
Caledonia and Vanuatu in the western
Pacific and it’s a rather apt name for
this beautiful smallish tropical shrub
- though few native folks in those two
locales have probably ever actually
seen snow! The name is derived
for the white coloration of its new
growth. But just like many a tourist
to our tropics, when it gets good dose
of sustained sun, the young white

Though this one is still young and
thriving in a pot, the Snowbush can
grow anywhere from four to ten feet!

A person has to admit, this is an
attractive bush.

In more tropical areas, such as ours,
it is often used as a hedge. Well taken
care of, in maturity, the Snow Bush
should grow anywhere in the four to ten
foot (1.22 – 3.05 meters) in height range
with a spread of eight feet (2.44 meters).
Once new growth appears, one will
observe branches with leaves that are
mostly green - rather than variegated.
I’d encourage their removal as they,
with the extra chlorophyll, will enlarge
and grow faster than those on the rest of
the plant. (Nifty Nugget of Knowledge:
This applies to all variegated plants.)
There is, by the way a small leafed
variety of this tropical shrub, called
‘Minima.’
It can handle either full sun or
partial shade, but develops its best
foliage color in the former. Beyond
that, from what I have observed, it has
no serious insect or disease problems
(though you might wish to keep an
eye out for spider mites). But back
to those bugs! While researching
the Breynia disticha, I came across
an article stating that it can be a host
plant for the Snowbush Caterpillar
which will evolve into the Whitetipped Black Moth. Apparently, this
velvety black moth is rather unique in
that, unlike most nocturnal moths, it
is active during the day. While I have
never seen such, apparently these
caterpillars can become pests and

may require control to prevent them
from making a meal of your plant!
Its maintenance requirements are
few. They do well in, well-draining
soil – preferably, organically rich
with regular watering. Periodic light
pruning during the growing season
stimulates new foliage growth.
Additionally, one may well wish to
pinch off the stem tips when they are
young in order to promote branching
growth. At the other end of the plant,
the Snow Bush can sucker profusely
and if it escapes from cultivation may
spread vegetatively via root suckers.
For folks who would like to have
one in the more four-seasonal climes,
in the winter, the Breynia disticha will
attain a semi-dormant state – as do I
in such conditions - and can lose half
of its leaves. This startles and worries
some, but curb those desires to overwater or prune it. Wait until early
spring and then prune off a third of
each branch, feed it some with highnitrogen fertilizer and provide it with
bright, but not full – sun. Actually,
partial shade would probably be
best. With such actions new growth
and more colorful leaves will soon
emerge.
Lastly, for those into etymology or
botanical trivia, its genus name honors
Jacob Breyne (1637-1697) who was a
merchant in the Polish city of Danzig
– called by some, Gdańsk - and his son
Johann Philipp Breyne (1680-1764), a
physician in the same city.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_Brisa_
Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multiterraced tropical paradise nestled on a
hill overlooking the magnificent vista
of Santiago Bay. Leisurely meander its
curved, paved path, experiencing, first
hand, a delicious array of palms, plants
and flowers from all over the world.
Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@
gmail.com For back issues of “Roots”,
gardening tips, tropical plant book or to
schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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The New York Times Tuesday Crossword Puzzle
Evan Mahnken | Edited by: Will Shortz |

New York Times

Solution on Page 27

S U DO KU !

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 27
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